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Russell Atkinson and Carl Hewitt

Atkinson Russell R. The Semantics of a Subset of CLU
Russell R. Atkinson
(JES/Atkinson) (6,841 term paper) - May 1974

Atlas Computer Lab Introductory notes and reading lists for the Summer School on Knowledge Systems
Atlas Computer Laboratory and Artificial Intelligence and Simulation of Behaviour Study Group (JES/Summer Sch)

Attanasio C R Virtual Control Store and Reentrant Code
IBM Thomas J Watson Research Center (RC 7134) (30570) - May 1978

Attanasio C R Virtual Control Store for the VM/370 Virtual Machine: Version 2
IBM Thomas J Watson Research Center (RC 7126) (30501) - May 1978

Attardi G Recursive Datatypes in LISP: A Case Study in Type Driven Programming
1st de Clab de Info de CNR Pisa (675-20) - December 1975

Attardi G. (Ron) Program Transformations and making Parallelism explicit
SAG Attardi (E-A-971A) 1975

Attardi G. PPC (Pisa Proof Checker): A tool for experiments in Proof Theory and Mathematical Theory of Computation
Istituto di Scienze dell'Informazione, Università Degli
Attardi Giuseppe
Specifying and Proving Properties of Guardians for Distributed Systems
Carl Hewitt, Giuseppe Attardi and Henry Lieberman
M.I.T. (Draft) - January 1979

Attardi Giuseppe
Specifying and Proving Properties of Guardians for Distributed Systems
Carl Hewitt, Giuseppe Attardi and Henry Lieberman
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Working Paper 172) - April 1972

Attardi Giuseppe
Recursive Data Types in Lisp: A Case Study in Type Driven Programming
Luigia Aiello, Mario Aiello, Giuseppe Attardi, Gianfranco Prini
Istituto di Elaborazione della Informazione, Pisa, Italy

Atwood J W
Project Sue Status Report
J W Atwood, B L Clark, M S Grusheckow, R C Holt, J J Horning, K C Sevcik and D Tsichritzis
Computer Systems Research /Group University of Toronto (CSRG-11) - 5 April 1972

Augustson J Gary
An Analysis of some Graph Theoretical Cluster Techniques
J Gary Augustson and Jack Minker
University of Maryland (70-106) - January 1970

Austin Howard
The Logo Primer - Version I
Howard Austin
(JES/Austin) January 4 1973

Awards
Summary of Awards Fiscal Year 1975
(JES/Awards) National Science Foundation - 1975

Ba N van
Semiprograms of Address Machines and their Realizations
N van Baaren

Babonneau J Y
Segmentation automatique des programmes independamment des langages de programmation
M S Achard, J Y Babonneau and G Morisset
IRIA (125) - 1975

Back Ralph-Johan
Program Construction by Situation Analysis
Ralph-Johan Back
Helsingin Yliopiston Laskentakeskus Computer Center, University of Helsinki (No. 6) - 1977?

Back Ralph-Johan
On the Correctness of Refinement Steps in Program Development
Ralph-Johan Back
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki, Finland (Report A-1978-4) - September 1978

Back Ralph-Johan
On the Correctness of Refinement Steps in Program Development
Ralph-Johan Back
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki (Report A-1978-4) - September 1978